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Abstract

Gold clusters Au + with 1 < n <, 4, accelerated to MeV energies at the
n

Orsay tandem accelerator, have been used to induce secondary ion emission from

the surface of thin organic and inorganic films. A non-linear enhancement of

the secondary ion yields is observed when cluster impacts are compared to

single atom impacts at the same velocity. It has been shown that the collec-

tive effects propagate in the solid over a depth larger than 2000 A. The equi-

librium charge state of cluster constituents after their passage through a

thin carbon foil (1000 A) has been measured. The mean value for the cluster

constituents is the same as for single atoms at the same velocity.

Introduction

Clusters as projectiles are a unique way to produce simultaneous impacts

of several atoms in a very small area. The deposited energy density can there-
fore be very high. The resulting collective effects induce processes in the

solids which are non-linear with respect to the sum of the individual atom

contributions. A variety of experiments have already been performed with clus-

ter projectiles by many groups [1-13]. Several aspects have been studied : the

total sputtering yield (ions+neutrals) [1,2], the secondary emission of ions

[3-7] and/or electrons [8], the formation of craters [8,13], and the energy

loss mechanisms [14-17]. Particularly, the secondary ion emission (SIE) under

heavy ion cluster (cesium iodide and gold clusters) bombardment in the keV

energy range has been extensively studied [18]. In that study a large non-

linear enhancement of the SIE yield was observed compared to the emission

induced by single atomic ions. For such velocities of impact (v « v where v



is the Bohr velocity ~ 0.2 cm/ns), the energy loss in solids, which plays an

important role in the SIE yield, is determined by nuclear collisions. It is

also of great interest to study the impact of clusters with velocities near or

above the Bohr velocity, in the electronic energy loss regime. Few such stu-

dies have been reported with hydrogen clusters [3] and small molecular ions

[4,5] as projectiles in an energy range from = 600 keV to = 3 MeV.

At the Orsay MP tandem accelerator, we can now accelerate different clus-

ter beams - in the normal tandem operating mode - with a total energy of a few

tens of MeV : multiply charged fullerene ions C n+ [19], gold clusters Au +
60 n

(1 < n < 4) [20] and carbon clusters C + (1 < n < 12) [21]. We will report in
n

this paper on SIE induced by collisions of gold clusters with different orga-

nic and inorganic films. In the considered energy range (= 4 MeV/atom, v =

v ), the nuclear stopping power and the electronic stopping power of gold

projectiles have similar values. The nuclear stopping power decreases with the

projectile energy while the electronic stopping power increases.

Experimental procedure

Cluster ion beams

The production of the MeV gold cluster beams at Orsay and Erlangen has

already been described in a previous paper [2O]. Singly charged negative clus-

ter ions are obtained by sputtering of a gold target with Cs+ ions from a

cesium ion gun. These cluster ions are accelerated between ground potential at

the entrance of the accelerator and the terminal at several MV (from 3 to 9

MV). In a gas channel at the terminal, the clusters lose one or several elec-

trons and become neutral or positively charged clusters respectively. They are

then accelerated towards the exit of the accelerator and travel 15 meters in

the beam line before the experimental chamber. The beam is pulsed at low ener-

gy and the pulse repetition rate was 12.5 kHz. For secondary ion yield measu-

rements (ratio between the number of a given secondary ion and the number of

primary ions) the beam intensity at the target site was less than 20 primary

ions per 100 pulses. This condition insures that only one or no ion per pulse

hits the target (see ref.[18]). The identification of the Au+ clusters is

achieved in three different ways : time-of-flight measurements [20], analysis

with a magnet situated just before the experimental chamber and correlated

time-of-flight energy measurements using a special windowless Ortec solid

state silicon detector (type ULTRA TU-015-100-100). These two last measure-



merits are similar to those described in the réf. [21]. The A u + clusters arri-
n

ving at the experimental site are stable and unfragrnented. The energies per

gold atom of the projectiles were ranging as follow :

from 4 to 30 MeV for Au^+ ; 1 < q < 3

from 2.3 to 6.8 MeV/atom for Au +

from 1.8 to 5.3 MeV/atom for Au +

Experimental set-up

A schematic view of the experimental set-up and the electronic arrange-

ment is shown in figure 1. The pulsed Au + gold cluster beam enters the expe-

rimental chamber (P s 10"7 hPa) through a 4 mm diameter hole. A thin target

can be placed at the center of the chamber. Ions from the beam pass through

the target and are detected by a 40 mm diameter dual microchannel plate detec-

tor (MPCl). The target is maintained at a fixed high voltage (± 6 kV) and the

secondary ions (SI) are extracted by the electric field between the target and

the 90 % transmission grid placed a few millimeters in front of it. The secon-

dary ions travel through a 15 cm long time-of-flight (TOF) tube and are detec-

ted by a second set of microchannel plates (MCP2). The target, the grid, the

TOF tube and the MCP2 can be rotated 360 degrees. The secondary ion emission

induced by the intact clusters bombarding the surface (case shown in fig. 1)

and the one induced by the fragments of the clusters after the passage through

the target are compared under the same experimental conditions. The targets

were 1000 A of CsI and Phenylalanine (C H ON, mw 165 a.m.u.) deposited by

evaporation under vacuum on self supported carbon foils (1000 A). For specific

experiments (see later), another 1000 A carbon foil can be placed upstream 1

cm before the target. This allows to compare the effects of uncorrelated clus-

ter fragments - completely separated after 1 cm of flight - to the effects of

intact clusters and cluster fragments at the exit of the target. Those three

kinds of experiments are sketched in fig. 2 and will be named "reflected sput-
tering", "transmission sputtering" and "upstream foil" respectively.

The angle of impact was 25° for the reflected and transmission sputtering

experiments, and 45° for the upstream foil experiment, with respect to the

normal to the target surface.



Electronics and data acquisition

Two different kinds of time-of-flight spectra are simultaneously recorded
event by event by the Orsay multistop time-to-digital converter (TDC) [22].

Each TOF event is triggered by the start signal coming from the beam pulsing

electronic system. The time-of-flight spectrum of the primary ions (PI) is

recorded with the stop signals (STOPl) coming from the MCPl detector (frag-

ments of the primary ions). An example of a beam primary ion time-of-flight

spectrum shown in fig. 3 contains peaks corresponding to Au q+ ions and Au + ,

A u + and Au + cluster ions (see also réf. [2O]). Time windows can then be set
3 4

on every peak in the PI spectrum in order to record with the detector MCP2 the

correlated secondary ion spectra. An event in a time window defines a new

origin of time-of-flight for the emitted secondary ions. This procedure of

coincidence measurements with time windows on the TOF of the primary ions has

already been described in réf. [23]. All the secondary ion time-of-flight

spectra induced by several cluster projectiles are simultaneously recorded in

one experiment. As a consequence, all the experimental conditions (i.e., tar-

get, vacuum, detection) remain the same during the measurements. The total

dose necessary to record an experiment is 104 to 10s PI per cm2. Therefore

there is no modification of the targets during the experiments.

Results

Secondary ion yields

Figure 4 shows the emission yield of the intact positive molecular ion

(M+H)+ (m/z 166+) from the phenylalanine target, divided by the number of

constituents n (1 < n < 3) in the cluster projectiles, as a function of the

energy per atom of the clusters. We consider here the SIE in the reflected

sputtering case (fig. 2a). Two important features are observed :

i) All the yields increase linearly with the square of the projectile

velocity.

ii) At the same velocity the SI yields increase non-linearly with n, the

number of atoms in the cluster projectile :

Y(SI) = k na V2 ; a > 1 (1)
Au

n



These results show a non-linear enhancement of the SIE yield under the bom-

bardment with MeV energy gold clusters.

In the present case of a phenylalanine target, a is equal to 1.6. Similar

results have been obtained with other kinds of secondary ions : the fragment

ion (M-COOH)+ m/z 12O+, the negative molecular ion (M-H)" (m/z = 164") and the
dimer (2M-H)" (m/z = 329") from a phenylalanine target and Cs+, Cs I+, ï and

CsI " ions from a CsI target. The same equation (1) with similar values of a

is valid for these different secondary ions. The results in figure 4 may be
compared with results already obtained with the same type of clusters at lower

energy in the keV energy regime [18]. In both cases, the non-linear enhance-

ment of the SIE as a consequence of the bombardment by clusters is observed,

although the PI projectiles are in different regimes of the energy loss :

nuclear stopping power for ions with keV energies and both electronic and

nuclear stopping powers for cluster ions at 4 MeV/atom. The non-linear effect

is in the present case smaller (a < 2) than for the previously published

results with keV energy per atom clusters.

Let us now consider the secondary ion emission induced by the cluster

fragments just leaving the same target (after rotation by 180° of the cham-

ber ; transmission sputtering). The results are shown in fig. 5. The most

remarkable effect is that the desorption yield is still non-linear with the

number of cluster constituents. Therefore, there is a memory of the size of

the cluster bombarding the front side of the target. All the secondary ion

yields have increased, compared to the results of the reflected sputtering

experiment in fig. 4. This is due to the increase of the mean charge state of

the fragment ions at the exit of the target. It is known from previous results
on desorption that the emission yield increases in the present energy range

with the fourth power of the equilibrium charge state (<q>4) of the projectile

inside the solid [24] and so scales roughly with (dE/dX)2 [25]. The energies
per atom on the x-axis have been corrected by taking into account the energy

loss through the target calculated with the help of the Trim code [26]. For

this correction it is assumed that the energy loss of each cluster constituent

is the same as for an atomic ion at the same velocity.

Figure 6a shows the variation of the molecular ion yield per atom in the

projectile from a phenylalanine target as a function of the energy per gold

atom. The angle of incidence of the projectile was 45° which explains why the

yields are higher compared to the same measurement at 25° angle of incidence



shown in fig. 4. The measurements were repeated with a 1000 A carbon foil

placed upstream in the beam at about one cm from the target. Cluster fragments

are therefore completely indépendant when they hit the target and, as expec-

ted, the non-linear cluster effect vanishes (fig. 6b). As for the transmission

sputtering experiment in fig. 5, the energy scale for the upstream foil expe-

riment (fig. 6b) has been corrected for the energy loss through the carbon

foil.

The variation of the SI yields as a function of the angle of incidence 6

has also been measured. A (I/cos 0)" law, with n varying between 1 and 2, has

been found for a large variety of secondary ions. The same trend was observed

with cluster projectiles in the keV energy range [18].

Equilibrium charge state

The equilibrium charge state of ions in solids is related to the elec-

tronic energy loss. Charge exchange processes in the case of correlated atoms

travelling in a solid are not well known experimentally. The equilibrium

charge states of fragments at the exit of thin carbon foils have been measured

during these first experiments with fast gold clusters. There is no experimen-

tal data on charge states of gold ions travelling in solids with energies from

1 MeV to 10 MeV but a semi-empirical formula of <q> = f(E) can be used [27,28,

29]. Fig 7 shows the calculated mean charge states as a function of the energy

between 0.5 and 11 MeV energy for gold ions, according to the following formu-

la of V.S. Nikolaev and I.S. Dmitriev [28] :

<q> = Z.- 1 +
Za

. /I/A (2)

with Z = 79 (gold), b = 3.8585, a = 0.45, P = 0.6 and E/A being the energy per

mass unit in MeV/u.

Experimentally, we have used a 1000 A stripping carbon foil placed just

before the analysing magnet and a standard set of microchannel plates placed

1.8 m after the magnet at an angle of 1.5°. The accelerated ions from the

tandem accelerator were Au1
+, Au2

+ and Au3
+, with energies per atom being

respectively 7.55, 4.55 and 3.55 MeV/atom before the foil. The singly charged



gold ions leaving the stripping foil were used to calibrate the magnetic field

in order to determine the charge state values of the cluster fragments. The

three experimental average values in fig. 7 are close to the curve calculated

for single atoms (Aq < 1). This indicates that after travelling through 1000 A

of carbon, the mean equilibrium charge state of gold ions from small gold

clusters (n = 2 and 3), with energies between 2 and 4 MeV/atom, is almost the

same as for single ions at the same energy.

Another way to measure the mean charge of cluster fragments is to use

the H+ secondary ion emission method [3O]. H+ ions come predominantly from

water layers covering target surfaces in vacuum at a 10" hPa pressure. It is

known from previous experiments that the yield of H+ ions depends mainly on

he charge state of the projectiles at the surface [30-32], following a q

power law with a = 2.5-3. The emission of positive hydrogen ions can then be

used to measure the charge state of the projectiles leaving a thin foil. The

H+ yield has been measured for primary gold and cluster ion projectiles pas-

sing through a 1000 A thick foil before bombarding the target (fig. 2c). The

yield per atom, Y(H+Vn, shown in fig. 8 has been plotted as a function of the

calculated mean charge state q of the single projectiles (Au1J1+ •» Au^+) and of

the cluster fragments (Au^+ -» n.Au^+). The charge states q have been obtained

from the plot <q> = f(E) in fig. 7. All the experimental H+ yield measurements

(cluster and single atom projectiles) follow the same charge state variation

Y(H+)/n = k.q2'5. The same conclusion is reached from results obtained for H+

ions emitted in the case of the transmission sputtering experiments (fig 2b).

This is a strong indication that the equilibrium charge state of cluster frag-

ments is equal to that of single atoms after their passage through 1000 A or

more of solid material.

Discussion

The non-linear effect demonstrated in fig. 4 means that collective

processes are involved in the energy deposition and/or in the transfer of

energy leading to secondary ion emission. The observed non-linear effect in

the keV energy range [18] has already been the purpose of theoretical models

and molecular dynamics simulations [16,33-35]. Some phenomena like a "clearing

the way" effect [16], shock waves [33] and splashing projectile atoms [35]

have been predicted. In this work, the velocity range and consequently the

mechanisms of interaction and energy loss are different from those involved



with keV ions. Although a simple comparison of secondary ion yield variation

with dE/dX values does not bring much information on the physical processes it

is obvious that the electronic energy loss plays a major role. In the present

energy range the nuclear energy loss decreases rapidly with the projectile

energy while the electronic energy loss increases. All the measured emission
yields are also increasing with the projectile energy. A preliminary experi-

ment has been performed to compare under the same experimental conditions the

impact of keV and MeV energy gold clusters onto CsI and phenylalanine targets.
Secondary ion yields have been measured for primary ion energies varying

between 4 and 20 keV per atom and between 2 and 10 MeV per atom. At 4

MeV/atom, the calculated electronic energy loss for gold atoms in organic or

inorganic solids is = 10 times larger than at 4 keV/atom. Although more expe-

rimental measurements are needed for comparison between keV and MeV energy

cluster projectiles it does not seem that the experimental emission yield

increases much more rapidly than the electronic part of the energy loss.

Let us now estimate the spatial correlation after the passage of the

cluster fragments through a foil. Table 1 gives estimated values of the late-

ral straggling, calculated for single atoms with the Trim code. The first

horizontal column (after 2000 A) corresponds to the transmission sputtering

experiment (fig. 2b), while the second one gives an estimation of the distance

between ions arriving on the target 1 cm after the foil (upstream foil experi-

ment, fig. 2c). One can also calculate that the separation distance between

the cluster constituents due to Coulomb repulsion is small compared to the

distances in table 1.

A f t e r 2000 A

1 cm af ter the
f o i l

Carbo n foil

= 200 A

= 1 mm

CsI tar get

= 600 A

= 3 mm

Table 1

Lateral straggling for 4 MeV Au atoms (calculated with the Trim code [26])

When cluster ions passing through a thin target arrive at the exit sur-

face, the secondary ion yields (except for H+) still depend non-linearly on

the number of constituents of the cluster (or the number of cluster frag-

8



merits). Table 1 shows that the distance between cluster fragments is a few

Hundreds of Angstroms. This means that distances of a few hundreds of

Angstroms are involved in the volume of a solid where collective effects take

place. A non-linear increase of the energy density can be expected in a region

where an overlap of interactions occurs at the entrance side of the target.

The forward propagation of the "coherent push" explains that the memory of the

initial cluster size is not lost. This has already been reported in the bom-

bardment of glycerol films by massive cluster impacts [36,37]. Further experi-

ments with different foil thicknesses, energies and sizes of clusters are

necessary to study the emission of relatively large mass species which are

sensitive to collective effects, as already shown in various desorption expe-

riments [38-40],

Another probe of the interaction is the light ion emission, like H+ emis-

sion. As already mentioned the emission of H+ is mainly governed by the charge

of the projectiles near the surface, and arises in a very short time scale (=

10'16 s) [32]. The emission yield of H+ ions from the back side of the target

is linear with the number of cluster constituents and depends only on the

charge state of each fragment at the exit side. The emission takes place in

the vicinity of the "fragment track". These ions are characteristic of indivi-
dual interactions and will be used extensively in the future.

Conclusion

The first experiments using MeV gold clusters as projectiles to bombard

thin organic and inorganic films reveal a non-linear enhancement of the secon-

dary ion emission with the number of atoms in the clusters. This effect is

observed also when the fragments of the clusters arrive at the exit surface

after the passage through a thin foil of 2000 A. Nevertheless, the equilibrium

charge states from the clusters, after their passage through 1000 A or more of

solid matter, are the same as for single ions at the same velocity.

Cluster ion beams at relatively large energies are now available and

several types of experiments are beeing prepared in different laboratories

(see the proceedings of this conference). The realization of the ORION pro-

ject, which consists of the installation of a liquid metal ion source at the

terminal of the Orsay tandem accelerator, is now under progress [41]. It will

provide high energy cluster beams with high currents and will open new fields

of investigation for cluster impacts.



As mentioned by T.A. Tombrello in his concluding remarks at this meeting,

it is certainly important to perform multi-coincidence experiments in order to

focus on rare events vhich contain specific information on the interaction

processes and which may give keys for understanding new phenomena.
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Schematic view of the arrangement of the experimental chamber and of the elec-
tronic set-up.
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Figure 2

Sign conventions representing the three kinds of experiments with cluster

bombardment :

A) Reflected sputtering
The measured secondary ion emission is induced by cluster ions arriving at the

target surface.

B) Transmission sputtering

The measured secondary ion emission is induced by cluster fragments just lea-

ving the same area of the target (after rotation by 180°)

C) Upstream foil

A thin carbon foil is placed on the beam 1 cm before the target.

The measured secondary ion emission is induced by the fragments of the cluster

which have been broken by their passage through the first foil and separated

by travelling 1 cm before hitting the target.
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Figure 3

Time-of-flight spectrum of the gold primary ion clusters used as projectiles

(see also réf. [2O]). The terminal voltage of the tandem accelerator is 6 MV

and the cluster ion beam is pulsed at low energy before the entrance of the

machine. The start is given by the pulsing electronics and the stop by the

detector MCPl.
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Figure 4

Normalized yield variations Y/n of (M+H)* molecular ions (mass 166) from a

phenylalanine target as a function of primary ion energy per atom (E/atom).

The primary ions are gold clusters Au * with n = 1 to 3. The angle of impact
is 25°.
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Figure 5

Normalized yield variations of (M-I-H)+ molecular ions (mass 166) from a pheny-

lalanine target as a function of primary ion energy per atom (E/atom). The

secondary ion emission is recorded in the transmission sputtering mode (fig.

2B). The projectiles leaving the target surface are gold cluster fragments.

The angle of impact is 25°.
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Figure 6

Normalized yield variations Y/n of (M+H)+ molecular ions (mass 166) from a
phenylalanine target as a function of primary ion energy per atom (E/atom).
Fig. 6a : The primary ions are gold clusters Au + with n = 1 to 3.

n
Fig. 6b :The primary ions are the constituents of those clusters fragmented by
the insertion of a 1000 A carbon foil 1 cm before the target ("upstream foil"
experiment).
The angle of impact is 45° in both cases.
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Figure 7

Calculated mean equilibrium charge states of gold atoms after passage through

a carbon foil, with the semi-empirical formula of réf. [28], as a function of

the energy. The three points labelled "Au ", "Au ", "Au " correspond to the

measurement of cluster fragment charge states.
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Figure 8

Normalized yield variations of hydrogen ions Y(H+)/n as a function of the mean

equilibrium charge state of the projectiles, calculated from fig. 7. Stars are

for monoatomic projectiles. The fitted line is calculated using only the star

data. Squares represent the data for multiply charged fragments of clusters

leaving the target in the case of transmission sputtering experiment.


